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That's just a talk outline I had made.

(But you did that yourself?)

tea.

(You wrote it yourself?) v.

Yes...oh, at Hobart. But I made lot of talks at different schools and all that. ,

(What were you going to tell me about the Medicine Lodge Treaty?)

Well, I was goin1 to tell you about, but I guess we'll do that now.. I put a

outline here somewhere. This (same as other notes)' is mostly about that picture

that I gave you.
*

(When did you do this?)

Oh, about a year ago and this ie mostly history, so I had better not take that

y
out now. There's Medicine Lodge Treaty. I'll give you a little bit of Medicin/e

Lodge Treaty...Would you like to know the list of Indian agents since Medicine

Lodge Treaty?

(Well, what I'd like for you to do on the tape is just tell me about the treaty

and what it means for the Indians and maybe I could copy that, (the manuscript)

I could write that down. I would like to hav^ it.)

This is about the peace treaty, between other tribes. I make so much talk, I

outline alot of these stuff. I did outline the Medicine Lodge Treaty here (-

somewhere. igoes thru his hand-written notes) This is about captives. That'8

interesting etory about captives. We have many captives. I have another letter

this Borning fro« a lady who want6 sooe information. This lady wants so«e informatio

but I haven't given her any yet.
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Now we begin here. I think we'll begin with 1833. Because one of the principal's

of the Medicine Lodge Treaty was born about a year before that time.. Do you know

where...(Reading from manuscript, often paraphrasing) In l833» the American history


